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Abstract—DNA data embedding is a relatively recent area
which aims at embedding arbitrary information in deoxyri-
bonucleic acid (DNA) strands. One interesting application of
DNA data embedding can be tracing pathways of genetic
material in novel ways. This paper explores the decoding per-
formance of several DNA data embedding algorithms proposed
in the literature, which are also briefly reviewed. DNA may
undergo random mutations, which can cause errors at the
decoding stage of such algorithms. Although some proposed
methods do account for such errors, decoding performance
under mutations has not been previously studied in general.
The empirical performance comparison that we provide here
allows to fairly compare a number of DNA data embedding
algorithms under mutations for the first time. The evaluation
is undertaken in silico by means of Monte Carlo simulations.
Additionally, we propose two new DNA data embedding algo-
rithms with good robustness properties.

Keywords-DNA Data Embedding; Decoding Performance;
DNA watermarking

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule
has become a novel form of data storage with the proposal
by various authors to use this intrinsically digital media
for embedding nongenetic information in a highly compact
way [1]. Apart from storage, another potential application
of DNA data embedding is the field of data security, in
particular watermarking and steganography. In these areas
the goal is to conceal information in DNA, for instance in or-
der to assert intellectual property (IP) rights. A conspicuous
use of DNA watermarking recently hit the news worldwide,
when Craig Venter’s group watermarked the genome of an
artificial bacteria [2]. An interesting application of DNA
data embedding in biological research is fingerprinting, in
order to trace genetic material without altering its biological
expression [3]. For instance, it has been recently proposed
that DNA data embedding may be used to track organisms
which may pose a biological threat [4], such as viruses.
This would impose a level of accountability on institutions
dealing with such material. If an organism is found to exist
outside an authorised environment the responsible party can
be identified by genome sequencing.

DNA may undergo mutations, which can also negatively
affect any information embedded through a data embedding
method. For this reason DNA data embedding can be seen

as an instance of digital communications under a noisy
channel. The decoder will have to counteract such errors,
and some methods will be more efficient than others in
doing so. Although a number of DNA data embedding
methods have been proposed over the last ten years, a
performance comparison of these methods is largely lacking.
Here we evaluate the decoding performance of most existing
DNA data embedding methods under substitution mutations
(point mutations). Furthermore, decoding under errors is
not even considered in most prior art, and for this reason
we undertake optimum maximum likelihood (ML) decoding
where feasible. To the best of our knowledge, the only
authors who have attempted a performance evaluation of
their method are Yachie et al [5].

A. Types of DNA Data Embedding

DNA is fundamentally a digital unidimensional medium,
whose alphabet is formed by four nucleotides (bases):
Adenine (A), Cytosine (C), Thymine (T), and Guanine
(G). Therefore a DNA strand is completely analogous to
a sequence of 4-ary information symbols in digital com-
munications. However due to certain biological constraints
in the structure of DNA, it is not always possible to build
arbitrary DNA sequences in order to encode information.
This is because there are two basic types of DNA:

• Noncoding DNA (ncDNA) sequences are regions of a
genome which do not encode proteins. The working
hypothesis for ncDNA data embedding usually is that
these regions can be freely altered or appended without
affecting the biology of the host organism. This asser-
tion has to be strongly qualified, since some ncDNA
regions do affect the expression of genes (promoters,
pseudogenes). The identification of suitable regions is
out of the scope of this paper, but as shown by several
authors [1], [5] in in vivo experiments, such regions can
be identified and altered without negatively impacting
the organism. Also, isothermality constraints are some-
times placed on ncDNA data embedding methods. This
type of constraint means that the C-G bases must be
in a certain fixed proportion with the A-T bases, in
order to speed up bonding of complementary strands
(hybridisation).



• Coding DNA (cDNA) sequences are regions of a
genome which encode proteins. In these regions
(genes), triplets of bases, called codons, can be trans-
lated into amino acids, which are then sequentially
assembled to yield proteins. There are 43 codons but
only 20 amino acids (plus one stop symbol indicating
the end of the transcription), which are mapped to
codons according to the so-called genetic code (see
Table II). In cDNA data embedding the fundamental
constraint is that any modification of a sequence to
embed information must preserve its translation to
proteins. This is theoretically possible by exploiting
the redundancy of the genetic code. In practice, further
constraints must often be taken into account, such
as the frequency of individual codons (codon usage).
This issue is not dealt with in this paper and as such
results presented here represent an upper bound to the
achievable performance.

B. Notation and Framework

In the following, when the same Roman letter appears in
uppercase and lowercase (e.g., X,x), the former refers to a
random variable and the latter to a realisation of it. Calli-
graphic letters indicate sets (X ), and |X | is the cardinality
of X . Bold symbols indicate row vectors, x = [x1, · · · , xn].
The probability mass function (pmf) of X is denoted by
Pr(X = x), or just Pr(x) if there is no ambiguity about
the random variable. The Hamming distance between two
equal length vectors x and y, which yields the number
of different same index symbols, is denoted by dH(x,y).
The edit distance is given by de(x,y). This distance metric
represents the minimum number of operations required to
transform a binary string into another. If x and y only
differ in symbol switches then the two distance metrics are
equivalent, that is, de(x,y) = dH(x,y).

We denote X , {A,C,T,G} as the set of bases, whose
cardinality is |X | = 4. A DNA sequence amounts to a
vector x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn] with xi ∈ X . We will denote
an information carrying DNA sequence by y = f(x,m),
where yi ∈ X and the message elements are m ∈ M ,
{0, 1, · · · , l−1}. Except otherwise indicated, we will assume
that all messages are equally likely.

According to our discussion in Section I, with ncDNA
we will assume that y replaces a segment x of the same
length, or that it is appended to it. A cDNA segment of a
genome can be expressed as a sequence of codons xc =
[x1, · · · ,xn], with xi ∈ X 3. Each codon can be translated
into a unique amino acid (or stop symbol) x′i , α(xi),
with xi ∈ X ′ and |X ′| = 21, and α(xc) is the amino acid
sequence corresponding to xc, that is, its primary structure.
The subset of codons associated with amino acid x′ is
denoted as Sx′ , {x ∈ X 3|α(x) = x′}, which is defined by
the genetic code shown in Table II. A cDNA data embedding
method using a host strand xc has to guarantee the constraint
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Figure 1: Base substitution mutation channel, with transition
probabilities.

α(yc) = α(xc). Finally note that |Sx′ | is the number of
synonymous codons that translate into x′, which we call the
multiplicity of this amino acid.

For ncDNA, a sequence y(m) corresponding to message
m can be called a codeword of the method. The length
in bases of codeword y(m) will be denoted as λm. If
λm = λ for all m, then the embedding rate of the method is
R = 1

λ log2 l bits/base. In some methods not all codewords
have equal length, that is, the embedding rate is variable and
depending on the message. With equally likely messages the
average embedding rate is R = l∑l

m=1 λm
log2 l bits/base.

When using cDNA we cannot write codewords simply
in terms of the information-carrying sequence y because of
the aforementioned genetic constraint. This constraint also
causes the embedding rate to be variable, and dependent
on the host sequence x, and so it can only be given
as an average. Sometimes it is more convenient to give
the embedding rate R in bits/codon when using cDNA.
Obviously the rate in bits/base is the rate in bits/codon
divided by three.

In order to study the decoding performance of the methods
we will assume that y undergoes a probabilistic substitution
mutation channel with output z. This channel, which is
depicted in Figure 1, is just a 4-ary symmetric channel with
transition probabilities Pr(Z = v|Y = v) = 1 − q and
Pr(Z = w|Y = v) = q/3, with v 6= w ∈ X . There-
fore q is the probability of base mutation, or base mutation
rate. We assume that mutations affecting different bases
are mutually independent, that is, a memoryless channel,
which can always be approximated in practice by means
of a large pseudorandom interleaver shared by encoder and
decoder. The performance measurement will be the bit error
probability (Pb) after decoding which is an estimate of the
message m̂ from z.

C. Maximum Likelihood Decoding

As we already mentioned, many proposed DNA data
embedding methods are ambiguous about how to tackle de-
coding in the presence of mutations. In those cases, we will
undertake maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, which is
optimal for equally likely messages. The ML decoder makes
the decoding decision m̂ that maximises the a posteriori
probability that a received sequence z corresponds to that



message, that is

m̂ = argmax
m∈M

Pr(Z = z|M = m). (1)

With mutually independent mutations, the probability re-
quired in (1) can be written as Pr(z|m) =

∏n
k=1 Pr(zk|m).

The elemental conditional probabilities in this expression are
Pr(zk|m) = Pr(zk|y(m)

k ), that is, the transition probabilities
of the channel model. It is important to note that this ML
decoder requires the reading frame for the DNA sequence
to be correctly aligned. For this reason, this approach is
not suited to decoding under insertion and deletion (indel)
mutations —which are not studied here— without prior
synchronisation (realignment).

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHMS

In this section we review in some detail the most relevant
algorithms proposed in the literature for embedding informa-
tion in DNA. Some of them have been specifically created
for DNA data embedding, while others are modifications
of methods from related areas, such as source compression.
Furthermore some have been successfully implemented us-
ing living organisms, that is, in vivo, whereas others have
only been tried in vitro or in silico.

Our goal in this section is to set all of these methods
on an equal footing, so that fair comparisons are possible.
For this reason we will obtain the embedding rate R (in
bits/base or bits/codon) for all of these methods, since when
two methods have equal decoding performance for the same
q the one with a higher R will be superior. Note that it is
possible to apply error-correction coding to a message before
embedding it. If the error-correction code has a rate recc, the
overall rate will be Ro = recc ·R.

A. ncDNA Data Embedding Algorithms

Smith et al. have proposed the Huffman code, the comma
code and the alternating code for ncDNA data embed-
ding [6]. Another relevant method is DNA-Crypt, by Heider
and Barnekow [3].

1) The Huffman code: This is a source compression code.
If the likelihood of message i ∈M is given by Pr(M = i),
with

∑l
i=1 Pr(M = i) = 1, the Huffman code assigns code-

words to symbols in such a way that for any two symbols
i, j ∈M it holds that λi ≤ λj iff Pr(M = i) ≥ Pr(M = j),
that is, the most likely symbols are assigned the smallest
length codewords. The average length of the encoding is
approximately H(M) bits/message symbol, where H(M)
is the entropy of the message, from which R = 2H(M)
bits/base. Without mutations, the Huffman code is optimal
if all the likelihoods are of the form Pr(M = i) = 2−ni for
some ni ∈ N.

Unlike the rest of ncDNA algorithms described in this sec-
tion, Huffman coding produces variable length codewords.
This may be a source of error even for low mutation rates:
if the codeword y(m) with length λ becomes z(m) with

length λ′ 6= λ after mutation, then the rest of the sequence
can become undecodable. This is because in this situation
a substitution mutation offsets the reading frame of the
decoder, and essentially causes the rest of the message to
be lost1.

2) The comma code: The comma code [6] repeats the
base G every six bases. Codewords in the comma code are of
the form y = [GH1H2H3H4H5], with Hi ∈ {A,T,C}, and
for every codeword it must hold that dH(y, [GCCCCC]) =
3. This means that between two G’s there must be a ratio
of three A or T bases to two C bases. This results in(
5
2

)
23 = 80 possible codeword sequences. The embedding

rate is therefore given by

R =
1

6
log2 80 = 1.0537 bits/base. (2)

The structure of the sequence produced enables the detection
of some mutations. 83% of substitution mutations that can
occur in a codeword result in the formation of a unrecognis-
able codeword [6]. The authors do not propose a decoding
algorithm under mutations so we will use ML decoding.

This code features two advantages: 1) the periodic se-
quence of G works as a pilot resynchronisation sequence in
the presence of indel mutations; and 2) it is isothermal.

3) The alternating code: DNA bases belong to two
classes: purines R , {A,G} and pyrimidines Y , {T,C}.
The alternating code constructs a 6-bases long DNA se-
quence which is composed of purines followed by pyrim-
idines repeatedly [6]. For example, y = [Y1R1Y2R2Y3R3]
or y = [Y1Y2Y3R1R2R3], with Yi ∈ Y , Ri ∈ R, would
be acceptable codeword patterns for an alternating code. In
any case, since the use of pyrimidines and purines yields a
binary alphabet, we have that the rate of this method is

R =
1

6
log2 2

6 = 1 bit/base. (3)

The code structure allows for the detection of some mu-
tations, however less than the comma code. 67% of sub-
stitution mutations that can occur in a codeword result in
the formation of a unrecognisable codeword [6], and so ML
decoding will be also used. This code is also isothermal.

4) DNA-Crypt: Heider and Barnekow have proposed and
implemented in vivo the DNA-Crypt algorithm for embed-
ding data in both ncDNA and cDNA [3]. The ncDNA
version of DNA-Crypt is the trivial code that assigns 2
bits/base (since log2 |X | = 2). The embedding rate is
obviously R = 2 bits/base. This algorithm is intended to be
complemented by error correction codes. With DNA-Crypt a
two-bit message m = [m1,m2] with mi ∈ {0, 1} is encoded
in a single base using y = f(m) ∈ X , where the function
f(·) is defined by a lookup table such as the one shown in
Table I. The cDNA version of DNA-Crypt will be discussed
in Section II-B2.

1Note that this type of frame reading loss would happen for any method
under insertion or deletion mutations.



m 00 01 10 11
f(m) T C A G

Table I: Trivial binary to base encoding

5) Modified DNA-Crypt: DNA-Crypt has been used in
conjunction with the error correction code Hamming(8,4),
for which recc = 1/2. Note that the rate in this case is
Ro = recc · R = 1 bit/base. As highlighted by Heider
and Barnekow [3], DNA-Crypt with Hamming(8,4) can
only correct 2

3 substitution mutations that can occur per
codeword. This is because 1

3 of mutations result in 2 bit
flips per base. Hamming Code(8,4) is unable to correct a
2 bit error per codeword, resulting in the possible incorrect
decoding of 4 bits.

We propose in this subsection a modified DNA-Crypt
algorithm for use with Hamming(8,4) that addresses the
problem above, while keeping the same embedding rate.
Instead of consecutively embedding bits encoded with Ham-
ming(8,4), we propose to embed groups of two bits from
consecutive Hamming codewords in a single base. Assume
that we have two consecutive Hamming(8,4) binary code-
words c(1) and c(2), which are of length 8. With the standard
DNA-Crypt procedure, the corresponding ncDNA sequence
would be formed by the 8 bases yk = f([c

(1)
2k−1, c

(1)
2k ]) and

y4+k = f([c
(2)
2k−1, c

(2)
2k ]) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. With modified

DNA-Crypt we propose that the ncDNA sequence be instead
yk = f([c

(1)
k , c

(2)
k ]) for k = 1, 2, · · · , 8.

If a substitution mutation occurs 1 in every 8 bases this
results in no errors after decoding with modified DNA-Crypt.
However under the same conditions for the original DNA-
Crypt, on average 1 in every 3 substitution mutations that
occur cause an error which results in a two bit error per
Hamming codeword, which is uncorrectable.

B. cDNA Data Embedding Algorithms

We describe next a number of relevant cDNA algorithms.
1) Arithmetic encoding: It was shown in [7] that when

codons are uniformly distributed one can embed in a codon
three times the same rate as in ncDNA (in bits/base) minus
H(X ′) = −

∑
x′∈X ′ Pr(x

′) log2 Pr(x
′), that is, the entropy

of the random variable representing the primary structure
(if codons were strictly independent). Shannon proved that
the minimal average number of bits required to encode a
independent realisations of a given random variable is given
by its entropy. Since arithmetic source encoding can asymp-
totically achieve the theoretical minimum H(X ′), then, in
the absence of mutations, a cDNA data embedding method
based on arithmetic encoding should also be able to yield an
optimal code (that is, with maximum embedding rate). The
best rate than can be thus achieved is R = E[log2 |SX′ |]
bits/codon.

Such a method was proposed by Shimanovsky et al. [8],
well before the considerations above, afforded by the anal-

ysis in [7], were available. This method firstly translates a
binary message m = [m1, . . . ,ml] to be embedded in xc

into a real number rm, where rm ∈ [0, 1). The information-
carrying vector yc is then obtained by sequentially selecting
codons synonymous to those in xc as follows. The encoding
algorithm begins by establishing a right-open interval in the
real line I1 = [l1, u1), initialised to l1 = 0 and u1 = 1. At
stage k, interval Ik is subdivided into nonoverlapping right-
open subintervals I(i)k of equal length sk = (uk − lk)/|Sx′k |
for i = 1, · · · , |Sx′k |, where x′k = α(xk). These subintervals
are labelled in a predetermined order with the codons in Sx′k .
Using these subintervals, yk is chosen as the codon with
index j such that rm ∈ I(j)k . This procedure guarantees that
α(yk) = α(xk) = x′k, as required. For the k+1 step, a new
right-open interval Ik+1 is defined with the narrower limits
lk+1 = lk + (j − 1) × sk and uk+1 = lk + j × sk, where
j is the index chosen in step k. This process is repeated
throughout the length of the cDNA sequence.

Decoding proceeds using the same subdivision algorithm
as above on the mutated sequence zc; the common digits lk
and uk of the last interval determine r̂m. A serious issue
with this method is its extreme sensitivity to mutations.
For instance, if a mutation affects a single base in codon
yi of yc the remainder of the mutated sequence zci+1:n =
[zi+1, · · · , zn] can easily become undecodable, since the
intervals Ik are very sensitive to such errors and decoding
step k depends on the correctness of decoding step k − 1.

2) DNA-Crypt: The cDNA version of the DNA-Crypt
algorithm is based on replacing the third base of certain
appropriate codons with a suitable base. As we know, any
codon x is composed of three bases, x = [x1, x2, x3] ∈ X 3.
An appropriate codon x is one for which the two following
conditions hold: 1) its multiplicity is such that |Sα(x)| ≥ 4;
and 2) for any x ∈ X , α([x1, x2, x]) = α(x), that is,
any modification to its third base results in its translation
to the same amino acid. For such appropriate codons, this
algorithm uses the embedding function y = h(x,m) =
[x1, x2, f(m)], the function f(·) is the trivial map previously
defined for DNA-Crypt with ncDNA and m is a two-bit
message. Condition 2) above guarantees that α(y) = α(x).

For appropriate codons we trivially have that 2 bits can
be embedded. By inspecting the genetic code, one can see
that there are only 7 amino acids that contain 4 appropriate
codons each. Therefore if all codons are equally likely, that
is, if Pr(x) = 1/|X |3, then the average embedding rate of
this method is

R = 2× 7× 4

|X |3
= 0.8750 bits/codon. (4)

With nonuniform codons, as it happens with real genes, one
has to compute the corresponding average.

3) Binary-Codon Equivalency: We propose in this sub-
section a novel cDNA embedding method that we call
Binary-Codon Equivalency (BCE). Unlike DNA-Crypt, this



x′ Ala Cys Asp Glu Phe Gly His Ile Lys Leu Met Asn Pro Gln Arg Ser Thr Val Trp Stp Tyr
|S

x′ | 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 6 1 4 2 2 6 6 4 4 1 3 2

S
x′

GCA TGC GAC GAA TTC GGA CAC ATA AAA CTA ATG AAC CCA CAA AGA AGC ACA GTA TGG TAA TAC
GCC TGT GAT GAG TTT GGC CAT ATC AAG CTC AAT CCC CAG AGG AGT ACC GTC TAG TAT
GCG GGG ATT CTG CCG CGA TCA ACG GTG TGA
GCT GGT CTT CCT CGC TCC ACT GTT

TTA CGG TCG
TTG CGT TCT

Table II: Codon to amino acid translation table (genetic code)

algorithm uses all possible synonymous codons to embed
data by means of an assignment of synonymous codons to
bits. This embedding method allows for embedding data in
any codon x with |Sα(x)| ≥ 2. The encoder and decoder
must have access to the same codon lookup table based on
the genetic code, such as the one in Table II. The algorithm
uses an embedding function y = h(x′,dec(m)) where
x′ = α(x) and |Sx′ | > 1. The function dec(·) converts the
binary input m to its base-10 equivalent, which is used to
find a corresponding codon index in Sx′ . Therefore dec(m)
≤ |Sx′ |, and the function h(x′, ·) is a lookup in the column
of Table II corresponding to amino acid x′. m is a message
between 1 and 3 bits long. For |Sx′ | = 2, 4 any mapping
between dec(m) and Sx′ allows to embed 1 and 2 bits,
respectively. For |Sx′ | = 3 two codons can represent one
bit, and the other can represent a fixed two-bit sequence
(i.e. a codon which has a specific two bit sequence defined
for it). Similarly for |Sx′ | = 6 four codons can represent
two bits, and the other two can represent two fixed three-bit
sequences.

It can be empirically verified that the embedding rate of
this method with uniform codons is R = 1.658 bits/codon.
We must note that BCE is uniquely decodable, since each
codon translates to a unique bit sequence independently of
the codons before or after it.

III. RESULTS

Monte Carlo simulations were performed as follows. For
each embedding algorithm uniform pseudorandom binary
data was repeatedly generated and embedded in DNA in
silico. The DNA sequences underwent substitution mutations
according to the channel model in Figure 1. The empirical bit
error rate between the original message, m and the message
retrieved from the mutated DNA, m̂, was then calculated.

For most of the algorithms it was suitable to use Ham-
ming distance to calculate the bit error probability, Pb =
1
|M| × dH(m, m̂). For algorithms that have a variable bit
embedding rate or algorithms that can produce a variable
number of bits under mutations, it was necessary to use
the edit distance [9], Pb = 1

|M| × de(m, m̂). The Hamming
distance is considerably less computationally expensive than
the edit distance.

The use of Hamming code for cDNA data embedding
algorithms produces much worse error rates than without
Hamming code. This is because the addition or removal of
bits that can easily occur when mutations are applied to
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Figure 2: Comparison of DNA-Crypt, alternating code and comma code. Plotted
are probabilities of error against mutation rates. The embedding rate of Huffman code
in this instance is 4 bits/codeword and 2 bits/base.
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Figure 3: Comparison of DNA-Crypt, alternating code and comma code.

sequences encoded by cDNA algorithms. This can happen
if an information-carrying codon y mutates into another
codon z such that |Sα(z)| 6= |Sα(y)|. This offsets the current
codeword and every codeword following it. Substitution
mutations which cause reading frame shifts amount to indel
mutations.

Alternating code, comma code and DNA-Crypt all have
very similar rates of error (see Figure 2). The two com-
pression codes, Huffman code and arithmetic encoding both



perform poorly when subjected to substitution mutations,
as shown in Figures 4 and 2. Furthermore due to the
way in which embedding takes place adding appropriate
error correction is impossible. Huffman code can perform
significantly worse depending upon the make-up of the
individual codewords, which are determined by the size of
the codebook. This is because in some cases it is possible
for codewords to mutate into unrecognisable symbols, which
may cause decoder errors. The practical application of Huff-
man or arithmetic coding should not generally be considered,
as under certain conditions mutations can destroy the whole
embedded message.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is clear from the results of the simulations that any error
correction used must be tailored to a particular encoding
scheme. Alternating code performs significantly better with
the addition of Hamming code (see Figure 3). This is
because the alternating code algorithm provides a direct
mapping of 1 bit to 1 base which allows Hamming code
to provide appropriate error correction. Both alternating
code with Hamming(8,4) and modified DNA-Crypt with
Hamming(8,4) have very similar error rates. These are
much lower than their versions without error correction. The
embedding rate of modified DNA-Crypt with Hamming code
is twice that of alternating code with Hamming code. This
means that modified DNA-Crypt with Hamming code uses
half the amount of DNA to embed the same message when
compared to alternating code with Hamming code.

In conclusion, the most relevant DNA data embedding
algorithms were implemented and their performance under
mutations compared for the first time in a meaningful way.
New decoding methods were devised where necessary. We
have also proposed two new algorithms, shown to both
have high embedding rates while maintaining relatively low
probabilities of error. However the results in [7] still point at
the possibility of much better algorithms. With the constant
advances in biological technology it is only a matter of
time before data embedding in DNA becomes practical on
a larger scale. Indeed, DNA is well suited to data storage:
“The machine code of the genes is uncannily computerlike.”2
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